
 
 

 
Windows Telix Shipbroking Suite 

The new generation of Sale and Purchase for ship brokers 
 
 

The new generation of the Sale and Purchase software 
application for ship brokers goes beyond vessel 
information, message viewing and simple classification.  
 
AutoRead© our state-of-the-art Maritime Message 
Recognition technology, is utilized in order to elevate 
LgSNP to a fully automated tool for shipbrokers. 
 
AutoRead© silently scans all your incoming messages and 
translates them into useful and searchable information. 
Enquiries and their details are recognized and messages 
are commented and classified accordingly. A mouse click 
on a Purchase enquiry brings up a list of suitable recent 
Sale offers and vice versa.  

 
Industry standard and customer specific reliable information for vessels is delivered via partnership 
with respected maritime database providers. 
 
The LgSNP application contains rich functionality focused on the short and long term needs of the 
S&P brokers. It takes less than a minute to examine all Sale and Purchase enquiries out of thousand 
messages. Flexible and fast queries assist Shipbrokers to immediately advise their clients on how to 
take advantage of the best opportunities.  
 
Windows Telix suite of products is the leading maritime Message Management System that 
introduced electronic messaging in shipping. Windows Telix suite includes functionality for: Fleet 
Tracking and Performance Monitoring, Vessels' Position List, Cargo /Orders /TC List, Cargo /Port 
/Company Information, Voyage Estimation, Investment Appraisal, Laytime Calculation, Vessels 
Sale and Purchase, Message AutoRead, Remote Access, Archiving, etc 
 
LgMAR is a software company founded by a team of dedicated experts in computer science and 
maritime business, to develop highly specialized software in the area of telecommunications. 
LgMAR is recognized as a leading company in communications software with over 400 installations 
and more than 4,000 users of its products. Clients are based mainly in Greece, but also in a number 
of other countries, mostly in the Shipping related section (Ship Owners, Ship Managers, Ship 
Brokers, Ship Agents, Operators, Banks, Insurance Brokers, Manning Agents, Transport 
Companies, etc.) 
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